SUP SOULMITE
USING YOUR SUP SOULMITE
IMPORTANT: Intended for use with
fiberglass or smooth finish plastic
boards. Handle will not attach to
textured or flexible surfaces.

Lay SUP upside down with the fin
pointing up.
Lift the end of the board and place
SUP Soulmite underneath. Gently
lower board onto cart.
Using the included Ladder StretchStraps™ to lash the board to the axle
of the SUP Soulmite and the fin of
the board (see image below). Tighten
the straps until the board is secured.
Attach suction cup handle to front of
the board by releasing lever, pressing
in place and pushing down lever. To
release handle suction, flip lever up.

CARE:

If the cart is used in or around salt water,
rinse it off and dry it to prevent corrosion.
Do not over tighten the StretchStrap™ when
connecting the SUP to the cart; this can
damage your board.
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STEP 1

ASSEMBLY
STEP 1: To connect the axle pieces, press
the push button and insert the narrower
tube into the wider tube. Align the push
button with button hole until it pops into
place.

IMPORTANT: Intended for use with
fiberglass or smooth finish plastic
boards. Handle will not attach to
textured or flexible surfaces.

STEP 2

STEP 2: Slip on each wheel and insert the
lynch pin into the hole at the end of the
axle. Flip O-ring over the end of the axle to
lock tire in place.

*Make sure flat
end of linchpin
head is
facing the
wheel to lock
pin in place.

Use the included “S” hooks to
attach two StretchStraps together
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Our new Ladder StretchStrap™ system increases handling and the security of your board on the cart.
There are two options to attach the strap to the cart.
Slide one end of the strap
over the axle and slide it
far enough so that the
wheel fits onto the axle.
STEP 1

Loop the strap around the
axle and through itself again,
using the top hole to create a
loop that you can tighten
around the axle.
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